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CC-CIRCUITS AND THE EXPRESSIVE POWER OF NILPOTENT
ALGEBRAS
MICHAEL KOMPATSCHER
Abstract. We show that CC-circuits of bounded depth have the same expressive power
as polynomials over finite nilpotent algebras from congruence modular varieties. We use
this result to phrase and discuss an algebraic version of Barrington, Straubing and The´rien’s
conjecture, which states that CC-circuits of bounded depth need exponential size to compute
AND.
Furthermore we investigate the complexity of deciding identities and solving equations
in a fixed nilpotent algebra. Under the assumption that the conjecture is true, we obtain
quasipolynomial algorithms for both problems. On the other hand, if AND is computable
by uniform CC-circuits of bounded depth and polynomial size, we can construct a nilpotent
algebra with coNP-complete, respectively NP-complete problem.
1. Introduction
Proving lower bounds on the size of Boolean circuits needed to compute explicit functions
is a fundamental, but also notoriously hard problem in theoretical computer science. A rare
exception of a known sharp bound is that circuits of bounded depth need exponential size
to compute the parity function [H˚as87]. H˚astad’s and earlier results (e.g. [FSS84]) lead to
the question how much computational power we gain, if we also allow gates that describe
parity or other counting functions in the construction of bounded depth circuits. By such
’counting gates’ we usually mean MODm-gates (for some m ∈ N) of unbounded fan-in that
output 1, if the inputs sum up to 0 modulo m, and 0 otherwise. The class of functions that
can be expressed by polynomially growing such circuits is denoted by AC0[m], its union over
all m > 1 by ACC0.
An important step towards a characterizations of ACC0 seems to understand circuits that
only consist of MODm-gates first. Such circuits are called CC[m]-circuits; the functions that
can be computed by bounded depth CC[m]-circuits of polynomial size are denoted by CC0[m]
(respectively CC0 for arbitrary m). Despite being studied extensively, many questions about
CC[m]-circuits are still wide open. For instance their relationship for different values of m
is not well-understood, although this would be integral to proving or disproving Smolensky’s
conjecture [Smo87].
Another big open question is whether bounded depth CC[m]-circuits are inefficient at
computing AND, which would imply a fundamental difference between logical and counting
gates. This conjecture, which can regarded as the ’dual’ of H˚astad’s result, was stated first
by Barrington, Straubing and The´rien:
Conjecture 1 (page 188 in [BST90]). Let (Cn)n∈N be a family of bounded depth CC[m]-
circuits that compute AND. Then Cn grows exponential in n.
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Also weakenings of Conjecture 1 can be found in the literature, e.g. [MPT91] conjectured
that polynomial growth is not enough. Both the strong and the weak version are not confirmed
until today, with the best known lower bound for AND being superlinear [CGPT06]. It was
shown in [HK10] that AND can be computed by probabilistic CC0 in polynomial time, which
can be interpreted as evidence contrary to the conjecture.
However, in some special cases Conjecture 1 is confirmed: It is well know that CC[m]-
circuits of bounded depth cannot compute AND if and only if m is a prime power [BST90]. If
m has more than one prime factor Conjecture 1 is confirmed for circuits of depth 2 [KW91],
[GT00].
The first results about CC-circuits arose from a characterization of them in the language
of groups/monoids: In [BST90] Barrington, Straubing and The´rien introduced the notion of
NUDFA (non uniform deterministic finite automata), and proved that a function is in ACC0
if and only if it is accepted by a NUDFA over a solvable monoid, and in CC0 if and only if
it is accepted by a NUDFA over a solvable group. NUDFAs proved not only to be a fruitfool
tool in circuit complexity [MPT91], but also lead to new developments in algebra, regarding
equations in monoids and group [BMM+00].
In this paper we give a new algebraic description of CC-circuits, using concepts from
universal algebra, more specifically commutator theory. We show that, in some sense, CC-
circuits of bounded depth can be represented as polynomials over nilpotent algebras from a
congruence modular variety and vice-versa. As a corollary we obtain the following theorem:
Theorem 2. Conjecture 1 is true, if and only if every sequence of non-constant absorbing
polynomials pn(x1, . . . , xn) over a finite nilpotent algebra (from a congruence modular variety),
grows at least exponentially.
Here, for a set A and an element 0 ∈ A we call an operation f : An → A (0)-absorbing if
0 = f(0, a2, . . . , an) = f(a1, 0, a3, . . . , an) = · · · = f(a1, . . . , an−1, 0) holds for all a1, . . . , an ∈
A. Thus non-constant absorbing operations form a natural generalization of AND. We
remark that absorbing polynomials are of independent interest in commutator theory, as they
describe the properties of the so called higher commutator [AM10]. The conjecture that non-
constant absorbing polynomials in nilpotent algebras require exponential growth was recently,
independently, stated by Aichinger1.
In the course of the proof of Theorem 2 we are actually going to prove a stronger, but more
technical result in Theorem 12, which allows us to compute explicit bounds for AND from
bounds on non-constant absorbing polynomials in nilpotent algebras, and vice-versa. We
are further going to discuss how known results about CC[m]-circuits correspond to known
results about nilpotent algebras: the fact that for primes m, CC[m]-circuits of bounded depth
cannot compute AND corresponds for instance to the result that finite nilpotent algebras of
prime power size have only non-constant absorbing polynomials up to some arity [BB87]. The
fact that Conjecture 1 holds for MODp-MODq circuits [GT00] was recently reproven in the
language of nilpotent algebras in [IKK18].
At last we discuss the impact of Conjecture 1 on two computational problems, namely the
circuit satisfaction problem CSAT(A) and the circuit equivalence problem CEQV(A) for fixed
nilpotent algebras A. Here CSAT(A) models the decision problem, whether an equation over
the algebra A has a solution, while CEQV(A) asks, whether two given polynomial are equiv-
alent. In [IK18] Idziak and Krzaczkowski gave an almost complete complexity classification
1Private communication
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of both problems for algebras from congruence modular varieties, relating the complexity of
algebras to their commutator theoretical properties. Essentially the only case left open are
nilpotent, but not supernilpotent algebras (Problem 2 in [IK18]). We show that, under the
assumption that Conjecture 1 holds, we obtain quasipolynomial algorithms for both CSAT
and CEQV of such algebras. On the other hand we show that, if AND is in uniform CC0,
there is a nilpotent algebra with NP-complete circuit satisfaction problem, and coNP-complete
circuit equivalence problem.
The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we discuss some necessary background
from universal algebra and define nilpotent algebras. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 2 and
discuss its implications on CC-circuits and nilpotent algebras. In Section 4 we prove the
complexity results about CSAT and CEQV for nilpotent algebras.
2. Background from universal algebra
2.1. Polynomials and circuits over algebras. An algebra A is a pair (A, (fi)i∈I), where
A is a set (the universe of A), and every element of the family (fi)i∈I is a finitary operation
fi : A
ki → A (the basic operations of A). We are only going to consider finite algebras, i.e.
algebras that have both finite universe and finitely many basic operations. By ar(A) we
denotes the maximal arity of the basic operations of A.
A term (operation) over A is an operation that can be obtained by composition of basic op-
erations ofA. A polynomial (operation) allows also the use of elements of A in its construction.
For the ring of integers (Z,+, ·) for instance, the polynomials operations are just the polyno-
mials operations in the conventional sense, for example p(x1, x2, x3) = (2x1x3 − 4)x1x2 + 1.
The set of all polynomial operations of A will be denoted by Pol(A). If Pol(A) = Pol(B) we
say that A and B are polynomially equivalent, if Pol(A) ⊆ Pol(B), we say B is a polynomial
extension of B.
Given a finite algebra, there are different ways of encoding its polynomial operations. The
naive way is to just encode them as the string defining them. Such a string is usually referred
to as polynomial over A. However, in an effort to compress the input, one can also consider
circuits over A, i.e. A-valued circuits with a unique output gate, whose gates are labelled by
the basic operation of A. This second approach does not only allow for a more concise, but
also more stable representation of polynomial operations, by the following folklore result:
Lemma 3. For two finite algebras A and B with Pol(A) ⊆ Pol(B) we can rewrite every
circuit over A to an equivalent circuit over B in linear time.
An analogue statement is provably not true for polynomials, even for ’nice’ algebras, like
the alternating group A4 [HS12]. In this paper we are therefore only going to discuss the
circuit encoding of polynomial operations.2
For a circuit C over A with input gates x¯ = (x1, . . . , xn) we will write C(x¯) for the n-ary
polynomial operation induced by it. Furthermore we call a circuit C constant/absorbing/etc.,
if the polynomial operation C(x¯) defined by it is constant/absorbing/etc.
2.2. The structure of nilpotent algebras from congruence modular varieties. Com-
mutator theory is a field of universal algebra that generalizes concepts from the commutator
theory of groups to arbitrary algebras. In particular there is the notion of a central series
2However we remark (without giving a proof) that for the algebras used in Lemma 9 and Proposition 10,
circuits can be rewritten to polynomials in polynomial time, and vice versa.Therefore also analogue statements
to our results also hold for polynomials.
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of congruences, which allows to define nilpotent algebras (as a generalization of nilpotent
groups). But, since we are only interested in nilpotent algebras from congruence modular
varieties, we refrain from giving the original definition and refer to [FM87] for background.
Algebras from congruence modular varieties form a quite broad class that contains many
examples of interest in classical algebra and computer science such as lattices, Boolean al-
gebras, fields, rings, modules, groups, quasigroups and all extension thereof. Commutator
theory works especially well in the congruence modular case. We then have a characteriza-
tion of nilpotent algebras by properties of their basic operations (Proposition 7.1. in [FM87]),
which we treat as a definition in this paper:
Definition 4. An algebra A = (A, (f)f∈I) from a congruence modular variety is
• 1-nilpotent (or Abelian) if and only if it is polynomially equivalent to a module
• n-nilpotent, if there are algebras L and U of the same signature as A such that
– L is Abelian and U is (n− 1)-nilpotent
– A = L× U , where L and U are the universe of L and U respectively
– Every basic operation f of A is of the form
fA((l1, u1), . . . , (lk, uk)) = (f
L(l1, . . . , lk) + fˆ(u1, . . . , uk), f
U(u1, . . . , uk)),
for some fˆ : Uk → L.
Here + denotes the addition of the module equivalent to L. We also write A = L⊗T U, for
this decomposition of A into L and U.
When talking about nilpotent algebras in this paper, we will always implicitly assume that
they are from a congruence modular variety. By Definition 4, n-nilpotent algebras can be
regarded as the action of a (n−1)-nilpotent algebra U on the Abelian L by the operations fˆ .
Note that, on a conceptual level, this reflects the structure of CC-circuits of bounded depth,
or also the wreath product construction that was used in [BST90].
By a recent result of Aichinger every nilpotent algebra has a nicely behaved extension by
some group operations, which we are going to use in our proof:
Theorem 5 (Corollary of Theorem 4.2. in [Aic19a]). Let A be a finite nilpotent algebra from
a congruence modular variety and let 0 ∈ A. Then there exists a nilpotent algebra B with the
same universe as A, such that
(1) Pol(A) ⊆ Pol(B),
(2) B has operations +, − such that (A,+, 0,−) is an Abelian group,
(3) (A,+, 0,−) is isomorphic to a product of groups of prime order
∏s
i=1 Zpi,
(4) The degree of nilpotency of the extension B is bounded by ⌊log2 |A|⌋.
By Lemma 3 every circuit over A can be rewritten in linear time to a circuit over its
extension B. Thus we only need to consider nilpotent algebras of this special form. Note
that we can identify each element a ∈ A with the tuple (pi1(a), . . . , pis(a)) ∈
∏s
i=1 Zpi , where
pii denotes the projection of A to Zpi.
3. The equivalence of CC-circuits and circuits over nilpotent algebras
Our proof of Theorem 2 is based on expressing circuits over a fixed nilpotent algebra A
as CC[m]-circuits, and vice-versa. It is however a priori not clear if and how this is possible,
as CC[m]-circuits are Boolean valued, whereas the universe of A can be arbitrary. In fact,
most of the time we are not going to work with CC[m]-circuits themselves, but an m-valued
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analogue, which we call CC+[m]-circuits. We introduce CC+[m]-circuits and discuss some of
their properties in the next subsection. This is then followed by the proof and discussion of
our main theorem.
3.1. CC+[m]-circuits.
Definition 6. A CC+[m]-circuit C is a circuit containing +-gates and MODm gates of
arbitrary fan in. We evaluate C over the set Zm = {0, 1, . . . ,m − 1}, and interpret + as
addition modulo m. As in the Boolean case, MODm-gates output 1, if their inputs sum up
to 0 modulo m, and 1 otherwise.
We start by discussing the relationship between CC+[m] and CC[m] circuits:
Lemma 7.
(1) Every CC+[m]-circuit C of depth d can be rewritten in linear time to a CC+[m]-circuit
C ′ of depth ≤ d, which has no +-gates except at its output.
(2) From every non-constant absorbing CC+[m]-circuit C(x¯) of depth d we can compute
in linear time a CC[m]-circuit C ′(x¯) of depth d that defines AND.
(3) From every CC[m]-circuit C(x¯) defining AND we can compute in linear time a non-
constant absorbing CC+[m]-circuit C ′(x¯) of depth d+ 1.
Proof. (1) follows straightforward from the fact that a wire from a +-gate to some MODm-
gate can be substitutes by wires from the inputs of the +-gate to the MODm-gate.
For (2), let C(x¯) be a circuit of depth d and n-many input gates that defines a non-constant
0-absorbing function. Thus there is some tuple a¯ ∈ Znm such that C(a¯) 6= 0. Without loss of
generality we can assume that a¯ = (1, 1, . . . , 1), otherwise we duplicate every wire connected
to the input gate xi ai-many times. By a similar argument we can assume that the only
constant gates in C have value 1. By (1) we can further assume that C has at most one
+-gate at its output. If C contains no +-gate at all, we set C = C ′ and are done. If C has a
+-gate at the output level that sums over the gates g1, . . . , gk we construct C
′ by substituting
this +-gate by a MODm-gate that has g1, . . . , gk and C(a¯) as input.
For (3) note that C might not be 0-absorbing when evaluated over Zm. However the depth
d+ 1 circuit C(MODm(1− x1), . . . ,MODm(1− xn)) is. 
Note that as a consequence of Lemma 7 (2) lower bounds on the size of CC[m]-circuit of
depth d defining AND are also lower bounds on the size of non-constant absorbing CC+[m]-
circuit of depth d. By Lemma 7 (3) also the reverse statement holds, up to decreasing the
depth by 1. We continue by discussing which functions can be represented by bounded depth
CC+[m]-circuits:
Lemma 8.
(1) Every affine operation f : Znm → Zm can be represented by a CC
+[m]-circuit of depth
1, consisting of a single +-gate
(2) If m > 2, every function f : Znm → Zm can be represented by a CC
+[m]-circuit of
depth n+ 1 (with + only as an output gate)
(3) If m is has two distinct prime factors, every function f : Znm → Zm can be represented
by a CC+[m]-circuit of depth 4 (with + only as an output gate)
Proof. (1) follows straightforward from the definition of affine operation. For (2), we define the
series C1(x1) = MODm(x1), Cn+1(x1, . . . , xn+1) = MODm(Cn(x1, . . . , xn),MODm(xn+1),m−
2). Note that for every n the circuit Cn outputs 1 if all inputs are equal to 0 and 0 otherwise.
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Now (2) follows from the fact that every function f can be obtained as the sum of translations
of Cn by constants, i.e. f(x¯) =
∑
a¯∈An f(a¯) · Cn(x¯− a¯).
For (3) recall that all Boolean operations, in particular the n-ary AND, can be written
as CC[m]-circuits of depth 2 [BST90]. If we apply AND to MODm(x1), . . . ,MODm(xn), we
obtain a CC+[m]-circuit of depth 3 that describes the characteristic function of (0, . . . , 0). As
in the proof of (2), this allows us to express all functions f . 
3.2. The main result. Recall that we regard operations of n-nilpotent algebras as ’actions’
of an (n − 1)-nilpotent algebra on an Abelian one. Also in a CC[m]+-circuits we can think
of a MODm-gates as receiving inputs from gates of higher depth and having an output in
the Abelian group Zm. This point of view allows us to straightforward construct a nilpotent
algebra in which we can interpret all CC[m]+-circuits of bounded depth:
Lemma 9. For all m,d ∈ N there is a d+1-nilpotent algebra B containing the group operation
(B,+) = (Zm)
d+1, such that for every CC[m]+-circuit C of depth d, there is a circuit C ′ over
B with C ′(x1, . . . , xn) = (C(pid+1(x1), . . . , pid+1(xn)), 0, . . . , 0) (where pii denotes the projection
of B to the i-th component of (Zm)
d+1).
Proof. We define B as the extension of the Abelian group (Zm)
d+1 by the unary operations
(fi)
d
i=1, defined by
fi(x) =
{
(0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) if pii+1(x) = pii+2(x) = · · · pid+1(x) = 0
(0, 0, . . . , 0) else.
Here the only 1 lies on the i-th coordinate. By Definition 4 the algebra B is d+ 1-nilpotent.
Let C now be a CC[m]+-circuit C of depth d. Without loss of generality we assume that C has
at most one +-gate on its output level - otherwise we apply Lemma 7 (1). Every MODm-gate
of C is of some depth 1 ≤ r ≤ d. We then construct C ′ by substituting every MODm-
gate of depth r with inputs g1, . . . , gn by the B-circuit fd−r+1(g1 + g2 + . . . + gn), and every
constant gate c by the constant gate (0, 0, . . . , c). It is easy to verify that C ′(x1, . . . , xn) =
(C(pid+1(x1), . . . , pid+1(xn)), 0, . . . , 0). 
The other direction, i.e. showing that circuits over a fixed nilpotent algebra A can be
expressed by bounded depth CC[m]+ circuits requires some more work.
Recall that by Theorem 5 we know that every nilpotent algebra A has an extension by
some group addition, such that (A,+) is the product of prime order groups
∏s
i=1 Zpi . So we
can identify an element a ∈ A with the tuple (pi1(a) . . . , pis(a)) ∈
∏s
i=1 Zpi. Let m be the
product of all distinct primes pi. The map e :
∏s
i=1 Zpi → (Zm)
s that coordinatewise sends
every xi to (mp
−1
i )xi is a natural group embedding.
Our goal is to interpret circuits over A as CC[m]+-circuits using this embedding. Note
that the identification of a ∈ A with e(a) will increase the number of input gates by a factor
of s, and the resulting circuit will also necessarily have s-many output gates.
Proposition 10. Let A be a finite n-nilpotent algebra containing a group operations +, such
that (A,+) =
∏s
i=1 Zpi. Let m > 2 be the product of all distinct primes pi, and e :
∏s
i=1 Zpi →
(Zm)
s a group embedding. Then there is a d = d(A) such that for every circuit C over A
there is a CC+[m]-circuit C ′ of depth d(A) with C ′(e(x1), . . . , e(xk)) = eC(x1, . . . , xk).
(1) In general d ≤ ar(A) · (n− 1) + 1,
(2) If m has moreover more than one prime factor then d ≤ 3(n − 1) + 1.
Furthermore C ′ can be computed from C in linear time.
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Proof. By Definition 4 there are Abelian algebras L1, . . . ,Ln such that
A = L1 ⊗
T (L2 ⊗
T · · · (Ln−1 ⊗
T Ln) · · · ),
and that every basic operation of A is of the form
f = (fL1 + fˆ1, f
L2 + fˆ2, . . . , f
Ln−1 + fˆn−1, f
Ln),
where fLi is an operation of Li and fˆi only depends on the projection of A to Li+1×· · ·×Ln.
Without loss of generality we can assume that each basic operation of A is either ’of affine
type’ (i.e. fˆi = 0 for all i), or of ’hat type’ (0, . . . , 0, fˆj , 0, . . . , 0); if not we substitute f by
the basic operations (fL1 , . . . , fLn) and (0, . . . , 0, fˆj , 0, . . . , 0) for every j = 1, . . . , n− 1. The
resulting algebra is also n-nilpotent and clearly a polynomial extension of A.
Since every Li is Abelian, by Definition 4 it is polynomially equivalent to a module. The
underlying group of this module has to be equal to the projection of (A,+) =
∏s
i=1 Zpi to Li.
Therefore, all the operations of ’affine type’ can be regarded as affine operation on
∏s
i=1 Zpi .
It is easy to see that they can be extended to affine operations of (Zm)
s.
Since every function fˆj only depends on Lj+1 × · · · × Ln, every composition of more than
n−1 operations of hat type is constant. More generally, every circuit over A can be rewritten
in linear time to a circuit, in which no directed path contains more than n− 1-many gates of
hat type. So without loss of generality we assume that C contains no such directed path.
Our aim is to construct a CC+[m]-circuit C ′ with the desired properties from such a circuit
C. Note that all gates of affine type are equivalent to +-circuits of depth 1 by Lemma 8 (1).
All gates of hat type can written as CC[m]+-circuits of depth at most ar(A) + 1 by Lemma
8 (2). As described in Lemma 7 (1) we can eliminate all +-gates, but the ones at the output
level. This gives us the desired CC+[m]-circuit C ′ of depth ar(A)(n − 1) + 1.
In the case where m has two or more prime factors, then the same argument and Lemma
8 (3) give us a circuit of depth 3(n− 1) + 1. 
Note that the sk-ary circuit C ′(y1, . . . , ysk) that we constructed from C(x1, . . . , xk) in
Proposition 10 does not need to be 0-absorbing, if C is 0-absorbing. However we can obtain a
0-absorbing circuit with the same range as C by taking the circuit C ′(c1y1, . . . , csysk), where
ci is a natural number with ciZm = Zpi .
We are now ready to prove our main result. In order to simplify its presentation, we
introduce some notation.
Definition 11. For a fixed nilpotent algebra A, let fA(n) denote the minimal size of a non-
constant absorbing n-ary circuit over A. For two integers d,m, let gm,d(n) be the smallest
size of an n-ary CC[m]-circuit of depth d computing AND.
Theorem 12. Let m be the product of two or more distinct primes.
(1) Let A be a finite nilpotent algebra, such that m is the product of the s-many prime
factors of |A|. Then fA(n) ≥ Kgm,d(sn) for d = 3⌊log2 |A|⌋ − 2 and some K > 0.
(2) Vice versa, let d > 1 and let B be the nilpotent algebra given by Lemma 9. Then
gm,d−1(n) ≥ K
′fB(n) for some K
′ > 0.
Proof. To see (1), let (Cn)n∈N be a sequence of non-constant absorbing circuits over A such
that |Cn| = fA(n). We can regard every Cn as circuit over the nilpotent extension B of A
given by Theorem 5. This extension B is nilpotent of degree at most ⌊log2 |A|⌋ and contains
a group operation + such that (A,+) =
∏s
i=1 Zpi. By Proposition 10, for every n there is a
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sn-ary CC+[m]-circuit C ′n of depth at most 3⌊log2 |A|⌋ − 2 such that C
′
n(e(x1), . . . , e(xn)) =
eCn(x1, . . . , xn). Moreover C
′
n can be computed from Cn in linear time.
Since Cn is 0-absorbing, C
′
n(c1y1, . . . , csysn), for ci = (mp
−1
i ) is 0-absorbing and has the
same range as eCn. As Cn is non-constant, there is an output gate of C
′
n that induces a
non-constant operation. By Lemma 7 (2) we can compute from it a CC[m]-circuit of the
same depth, that defines the n-ary AND. This concludes the proof of (1), the constant K
results from the fact that all computations only required linear time.
For (2) note that by Lemma 7 (3), for every CC[m]-circuit C of depth d − 1 defin-
ing AND, we can construct a non-constant, absorbing CC+[m]-circuit C ′ of depth d. By
Lemma 9 we can in turn compute a circuit C ′′ over B such that C ′′(x1, . . . , xn) is equal to
(C ′(pid+1(x1), . . . , pid+1(xn)), 0, . . . , 0). C
′′ is clearly non-constant and absorbing. This con-
cludes the proof of (2). 
Theorem 12 directly implies that Conjecture 1 is true, if and only if non-trivial absorbing
circuits in nilpotent algebras of exponential size, so we obtain Theorem 2 as a corollary.
Moreover AND can be computed by bounded depth CC[m]-circuits of polynomial size, if and
only if there is a nilpotent algebra with polynomially growing non-constant absorbing circuits.
Therefore also the weak version of Conjecture 1 has an algebraic counterpart.
In the case where m is an odd prime, Proposition 10 allows us to reprove results about
nilpotent algebras. We then know that bounded depth CC[m]-circuits are not able to define
AND. So Proposition 10 implies that finite nilpotent algebras of prime power order do only
have non-constant absorbing polynomials up to some fixed arity. This was independentely
already shown in [BB87]. In fact finite nilpotent algebras that have non-constant absorbing
polynomials up to some fixed arity (so called supernilpotent algebras) are characterized by
being direct products of nilpotent algebras of prime power size [Kea99]. We remark that all
nilpotent groups and rings are supernilpotent.
Furthermore it follows from the results in [IKK18] that, ifA is 2-nilpotent andA = L⊗TU,
where L and U are two vector spaces of different characteristics p and q, all non-constant
absorbing circuits are of exponential size. Using the very same idea as in the proof of Theorem
12 (2) one can prove that this result corresponds to the well-known fact that MODp−MODq
circuits require exponential size to compute AND [BST90].
4. Circuit satisfiability and equivalence
In this section we discuss the complexity of the circuit satisfiability and the circuit equiva-
lence problem for nilpotent algebras. The circuit satisfiability CSAT(A) models the question,
whether a single equation over the algebra A has a solution; the circuit equivalence problem
CEQV(A) asks whether an equation holds for all assignments of variables. Both problems
were introduced in [IK18] and are formally defined as follows:
Circuit satisfiability CSAT(A)
Input: Two circuits C,C ′ over A with input gates x1, . . . , xn and a single output gate.
Question: Is there a tuple a¯ ∈ An such that C(a¯) = C ′(a¯)?
Circuit equivalence CEQV(A)
Input: Two circuits C,C ′ over A with input gates x1, . . . , xn and a single output gate.
Question: Is C(a¯) = C ′(a¯) for all a¯ ∈ An?
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In finite algebras circuits can be evaluated in polynomial time. Therefore CSAT(A) is
always in NP and CEQV(A) in coNP. The major question then is, which algebras induce
tractable problems, and for which they are NP-complete, respectively coNP-complete. In
particular this is still open for nilpotent algebras from congruence modular varieties. We first
show that - under the assumption that Conjecture 1 is true - there are algorithms for both
CEQV(A) and CSAT(A) that run in quasipolynomial time. This gives us a conditional answer
to Problem 2 in [IK18].
Theorem 13. Assume that Conjecture 1 is true. Then, for every finite nilpotent algebra A
from a congruence modular variety CSAT(A) and CEQV(A) can be solved in quasipolynomial
time O(e(log n)
t
) (where t depends on A).
Proof. We start by proving the result for the equivalence problem CEQV(A). Without loss
of generality we assume that A contains a group operation +, such that (A,+) =
∏s
i=1 Zpi
(otherwise we reduce to such an algebra by Theorem 5 and Lemma 3). When solving CEQV(A)
it is sufficient to find an algorithm to check whether some input circuit is equivalent to the
constant 0-circuit (as C = C ′ if and only if C −C ′ = 0). Thus we are only considering inputs
C and 0 to CEQV(A).
By Proposition 10 we can identify C(x1, . . . , xn) with a CC
+[m]-circuit C ′(y1, . . . , ysn) of
bounded depth, and s-many output gates. Then C(x1, . . . , xn) is equivalent to 0 if and only if
C ′(e(x1), . . . , e(xn)) is constant and equivalent to (0, 0, . . . , 0). Thus it suffices to check that
that every of the s-many output gates of C ′(c1y1, . . . , csysn) induces the constant 0 function
(see also the discussion after Proposition 10). Let us denote them by C1, . . . , Cs.
In the case where such a circuit Ci is not equivalent to 0, there is a tuple a¯ = (a1, . . . , asn)
such Ci(a¯) 6= 0. Let us pick a¯ such that the number of coordinates j with aj = 0 is maximal.
For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that aj = 0 iff j > k for some k. Then, the
circuit Ci(x1, . . . , xk, 0, . . . , 0) defines a non-trivial absorbing operations. Since we assume
that Conjecture 1 is true, we have that the size |Ci| of this circuit is bigger than e
kq for some
q > 0. In other words k ≤ log(|Ci|)
t, with t = q−1.
Thus in order to check, whether C(x¯) is equivalent to 0, we only need to check, whether
all Ci evaluates to 0 for all tuples that have at most log(|Ci|)
t-many non-0 elements. There
are
( |Ci|
log(|Ci|)t
)
= O(|Ci|
log(|Ci|)t) many such tuples. As |Ci| is linear in the size of C we obtain
an algorithm that runs in time O(|C|log(|C|)
t
).
For the satisfiability problem we similarly can reduce the problem to checking whether
the bounded depth CC+[m]-circuit C ′(c1y1, . . . , csysn) outputs the s-ary tuple (0, 0, . . . , 0) for
some input a¯. Let f : Zsm → Zm the function that outputs 0 if and only if x 6= (0, 0, . . . , 0),
and 1 else. By Lemma 8 (3), f can be computed by a CC+[m]-circuit of depth 4. So clearly
C(x¯) = 0 has no solution, if and only if f(C ′(c1y1, . . . , csysm)) is constant and equal to 0.
Thus we reduced CSAT(A) to the equivalence problem for CC+[m]-circuit of a fixed depth,
which has a quasipolynomial algorithm by the above. Note that the depth of the CC+[m]-
circuit used for CSAT was higher than in the argument about CEQV, thus we might obtain a
bigger value for the constant t. 
We remark that the approach of evaluating circuits C(x¯) on small subsets of the full domain
An was used before to prove tractability of CSAT and CEQV; it is in fact the only technique
known to the author to systematically find efficient algorithms for large classes of algebras.
In particular Theorem 13 was already discussed for the case where |A| is power of some
prime m. Recall that then CC[m]-circuits of bounded depth cannot compute AND, which
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corresponds to A only having non-trivial absorbing polynomials are of bounded arity k. So,
in this case we only need to evaluate the circuits at tuples with k-many non 0-entries, which
gives us an algorithm that runs in polynomial time O(|C|k). For CEQV this was observed
in [AM10]. For CSAT similar observation was made in [Kom18], [IK18] and [Aic19b], using
the fact that every polynomial can be expressed as a ’sum’ of absorbing polynomials.
Finite nilpotent algebras of prime power order and their direct products are provably the
only nilpotent algebras, where we have a bound on the arity non-trivial absorbing polynomials.
Thus the algorithm described in Theorem 13 cannot be refined to run in polynomial time for
general nilpotent algebras. However we remark that there are examples of 2-nilpotent, not
supernilpotent algebras for which we can obtain other polynomial algorithms: It was shown
in [IKK18] that if U and L are polynomially equivalent to finite vector spaces CEQV and
CSAT are in P. In ongoing work the result for CEQV is being generalized to all 2-nilpotent
algebras [KKK19].
At last we show that, under the assumption that there is an efficient way of computing
AND by bounded CC[m]-circuits, we obtain hardness results for CSAT(A) and CEQV(A) for
some nilpotent algebra A.
Theorem 14. Assume that there is a family (Cn)n∈N of CC[m]-circuits of depth bounded d,
that defines AND, and that is enumerable by a polynomial time Turing machine. Then there
exists a nilpotent algebras A such that CSAT(A) ∈ NP-c and CEQV(A) ∈ coNP-c.
Proof. Since CC[m]-circuits define AND, m cannot be a prime. In particular m > 2. We
are going to reduce the graph-colouring problem with m-colors to the circuit satisfiability
problem for CC+[m]-circuits of depth bounded by d+ 2.
So let G = (V,E) a graph. We construct a CC+[m]-circuit CG such that for every ver-
tex v ∈ V there is an input gate xv, representing the color of v. Note that the circuit
MODm(MODm(xv−xw)) outputs 1 if xv 6= xw, and 0 else. Thus, if we define CG((xv)v∈V ) =
C|E|((MODm(MODm(xv − xw))(v,w)∈E), then CG output 1 if the assignment v 7→ xv is a
proper coloring of the graph and 0 else. So G is a yes-instance to the m-coloring problem if
and only if CG((xv)v∈V ) = 1 has a solution.
By our assumption CG can be computed in polynomial time from G, thus we reduced
m-coloring to the satisfiability problem for CC+[m]-circuits of depth bounded by d+ 2. Fur-
thermore, note that there is no m-coloring of G if and only if CG((xv)v∈V ) is constant and
equal to 0. Therefore the complement of the m-coloring problem, reduces to checking the
equivalence of CC+[m]-circuits of depth d+ 2.
By Lemma 9 we can encode CC+[m]-circuits of bounded d + 2 in linear time as circuits
over a nilpotent algebra A. Thus m-coloring reduces to CSAT(A) and its complement to
CEQV(A). 
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